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Abstract

Introduction
Carol Barnes developed a dry-land maze test for spatial learning and memory in 1979 where animals
escaped from a brightly lit, exposed circular open platform surface to a small dark recessed chamber
located under one of the 18 holes around the perimeter of the platform. Although it was initially invented
for rats, the Barnes maze \(BM) has become more popular to assess spatial memory in mice, taking
advantage of their superior abilities to �nd and escape through small holes.1-4 Visual cues are required to
optimize cognitive performance in the BM5-7. Pompl and co-workers showed better performance in mice
tested with intra- and extra-maze cues than mice trained with no spatial cues present. Moreover, rodents
with hippocampal damage showed impaired performance in the BM, supporting the spatial nature of the
task8-11. The BM has similarities to the Morris Water Maze and to the radial-arm maze task, but no strong
aversive stimuli or deprivation is being used as reinforcement. Instead, weak aversive stimulation may be
applied to increase the motivation to escape from the circular platform \(e.g., buzzer, light, fan)6,7,9,12,13.
Strong aversive stimuli \(i.e. water or shock) are likely to produce stress in the animal, in�uencing the
performance in the task14,15. Mostly reference memory and working memory has been studied using the
BM with different protocols. Here we propose a protocol to study short-term and long-term reference
memory in the mice.

Reagents
**ANIMALS:** We suggest using C57BL/6J as they have been reported to perform well in different spatial
memory tasks including the BM. C57BL showed good learning and memory in the BM7,16,17, while DBA/2
and CBA showed poorer performance. 129S6 learned the task but showed no preference for the target
hole during the probe trial16. DBA/2J showed good acquisition and showed moderately selective search
during the probe trial compared to C57BL/6. BALBc and Swiss mice showed no apparent improvement
during the acquisition phase from day 2 to day 4 measured by latency to �nd the goal7. Experiments
must comply with national regulations concerning animals and their use.

Equipment
• Barnes maze \(see equipment set up for further details) **EQUIPMENT SETUP:** **The maze:** The
paradigm consists of a circular platform \(92 cm of diameter) with 20 equally spaced holes \(5 cm
diameter ; 7.5 cm between holes) along the perimeter and is elevated 105 cm above the �oor \(see Fig. 1).
The colour of the maze depends on the strain to be tested \(white or black). Provide enough contrast
between mice and the open surface so that the computer tracking software is able to recognize them. In
the Barnes maze, animals receive reinforcement to escape from the open platform surface to a small
dark recessed chamber located under the platform called a “target box”. Mice can access the target box
through an escape tunnel \(transparent plastic tube 50 cm long, 5 cm diameter), which is located under
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the target hole \(28 x 22 x 21 cm). A ramp is placed under the target hole so that mice may reach the
escape tunnel easily. From the centre of the maze all holes should look identical and the ramp should not
be visually discriminated from the other holes from most points on the maze, even if it is di�cult to
ensure no visual discrimination once the mouse is situated adjacent to the escape hole.18

**Stimulus/reinforcement** Several reinforcements have been used as stimulus to complete the task:
bright light, noise and/or a fan \(see Table 1). We suggest using only aversive noise as reinforcement
because using a fan may be too stressful for mice and noise is considered an appropriate stimulus in the
system used. In addition, the use of bright light may be a problem if a video camera, computer and
tracking software are used to record performance; most tracking systems are sensitive to light re�ections
from the lit surface. Use aversive noise of 85 dB as a motivator by an electronic metronome \(IMT-400,
Intelli) as a buzzer for the experiments; it is very useful because you have timbre, pitch and volume
settings to choose. The same parameters have to be used during the whole experiments. **Room
con�guration:** Visual cues \(use different colours and shapes: triangle, rectangle, circle and/or a cross)
should be prepared and placed surrounding the maze. Animals will have spatial visual cues endogenous
to the room \(for example a door, a desk or a computer) and intentional \(prepared by the experimenter).
These cues should not be moved during the whole experiment as these are the animal’s reference points
for locating the target hole. **Video-tracking system:** TiBe Split software for the BM was designed for
our laboratory. Primary and total latency as well as primary and total path length during training days and
probe trial can be analysed. Primary and total errors should be manually calculated as software approach
is not e�cient enough to distinguish between head de�ection and or just approximation to the holes. The
used Video Tracking System TiBe was developed by Imagination Computer Services GesmbH in
cooperation with the University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna. More information on TiBe can be found at:
"http://www.imagination.at/en/?Products:Science":http://www.imagination.at/en/?Products:Science

Procedure
**Adaptation period:** **1)** Place the mouse in a cylindrical black start chamber in the middle of the
maze. After 10 s have elapsed lift the chamber, switch the buzzer on and guide the mouse gently to the
escape box. Do not force the animal to get into the hole as this may be too stressful. If the mouse does
not want to get into the target hole, place it gently to the side of the hole and pull gently the base of the
tail in the direction away from the hole, which induces the mouse to move in the opposite direction of the
tail pull and enter the hole.21 If this does not work, place the mouse directly into the escape box. **2)**
Once the mouse is inside the box, buzzer, light and/or fan should be turned off. **3)** The mouse should
stay in the escape box for 2 min. **Spatial Acquisition:** **4)** Before the acquisition phase begins, the
maze must be cleaned using a solution with 1% Incidin solution \(Incidin extra N, Lahmann Rauscher) to
avoid olfactory cues. In addition to cleaning, the maze should be rotated around its central axis after each
trial in order to control for possibly remaining odour cues. **5)** Place the mouse in the cylindrical black
start chamber in the middle of the maze. After 10 s have elapsed lift the chamber, switch the buzzer on
and allow the mouse explore the maze for 3 minutes. **6)** During these 3 minutes number of primary
errors, total errors and primary latency should be measured by the experimenter. **7)** The trial will end
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when the mouse enters the goal tunnel or after 3 min have elapsed. Immediately after the mouse enters
the tunnel, the buzzer should be turned off and the mouse is allowed to stay in the tunnel for 1 min.
**8)** If the mouse does not reach the goal within 3 minutes the experimenter should guide the mouse
gently to the escape box \(see Step 1) and leave the mouse inside for 1 min. Mice may go out of the
escape box during the time it should stay in it. You may cover the escape hole once the mouse is inside
for 1 minute or just place mice gently in the escape box whenever it goes out. **9)** Place the mouse in
its home cage until the next trial. **10)** Repeat steps 4-9 until the animal has had the desired number of
trials for that day. Animals will receive 4 trials per day with an inter-trial interval \(ITI) of 15 minutes
during 4 days. **11)** The ITI of 15 minutes should be used to test the next 3 to 4 mice. **Reference
memory \(short- and long-term retention): Probe trial** **12)** On day 5, 24 h after the last training day,
the probe trial should be conducted. The target hole must be closed. Rotate the maze so that the target
hole is closed and re-adjust the maze so that the holes are in the same position as during the training
days. **13)** Place the animal in the middle of the maze under the cylindrical black start chamber and
after 10 s have elapsed lift the chamber, switch the buzzer on and allow the mouse explore the maze.
**14)** Remove the mouse after a �xed interval \(90 s). The probe trial is done in order to determine if the
animal remembers where the target goal was located. Number of pokes \(errors) in each hole and latency
and path length to reach the virtually target hole are measured. **15)** To assess long-term retention a
second probe trial will be applied on day 12, without any training session between day 5 and day 12.
Repeat steps 12-15 \(to study reference memory probe trials should be performed at least 24 hours after
the last training trial; if the probe trial is given immediately after the last training trial recent recall is being
measured).

Timing
Each trial takes 3 min per mouse, with an ITI of 15 min and 4 trials per day during the acquisition phase.
During the training days at least 3 mice per hour can be tested. The probe trial takes 90 s \(half of the
time used for the training trials) per mouse. Twelve days after the �rst probe trial mice are tested again in
a second probe trial that takes 90 s per mouse. Mice are not tested between the two probe trials.

Critical Steps
As manual measurements must be done \(e.g. number of errors) the experimenter must be able to see the
trial directly, that means the mice will be able to see him/her as well. It is very important that the
experimenter remains at the same position during the whole experiments \(i.e. across the training days
and probe trials) as he/she becomes a spatial cue for the animal. Experimenters should wear a Lab apron
during experiments.

Troubleshooting
As already mentioned above, mice may sometimes lack motivation and explore the maze after �nding the
target hole without entering into it. This can be a confounding factor because although the mouse has
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learned the association between the spatial room cues and the escape location, the number of errors
increases due to the further exploration of the maze. Some mice may even seat near the target hole
without getting into it. Harrison and co-workers proposed a solution by calculating latency, path length
and number of errors to the �rst encounter of the escape hole, called primary latency, primary path length
and primary errors respectively19. Our laboratory adopted this solution See Fig. 1 As observed in Figure 2a
total latency is increased compared to primary latency as well as total errors \(Fig. 2b) and total path
length \(Fig. 2c). Therefore it is important to measure both total and primary parameters for better
understanding and interpretation of data during the acquisition phase.

Anticipated Results
**Data Analysis** **Acquisition phase:** Total/ primary latency \(s) and total/ primary path length \(m)
to reach the target hole and speed \(m/s) during training days can be directly measured by the tracking
software. These parameters can be averaged in blocks of trials per day \(mean ± S.E.M); and analysed
with repeated measurements ANOVA; see Fig. 2. It is important to examine the data by trial to ensure that
learning is occurring within each daily test session. Latency and path length should decrease during the
acquisition phase. Total and primary errors must be analysed in the same way as latency and path
length. Total/ primary number of errors \(total number of head de�ections into incorrect holes) and
search strategy must be measured manually. The search strategies can be de�ned into three categories:
1) Direct \(Spatial) – moving directly to the target hole or to an adjacent hole before visiting the target. 2)
Mixed – hole searches separated by crossing through the centre of the maze or unorganized search. 3)
Serial – the �rst visit to the target hole preceded by visiting at least two adjacent holes in serial manner, in
clockwise or counter-clockwise direction. See Fig. 3a. **Probe trial** On probe trials on day 5 and 12,
latency \(s) and path length \(m) to reach the virtual target hole are measured. Number of pokes in each
hole should be also calculated in order to observe the preference to the target hole. The number of pokes
per hole should be averaged in blocks for each hole; see Fig. 4. In order to observe preference for the
target hole paired t-test between the number of head de�ections in each hole and the target hole should
be calculated. Paired t-test between the average of holes and target hole can be also measured.
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Figure 1

Table 1
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Figure 2

Figure 1 A scheme of the Barnes maze used is shown. The maze consists of a circular platform (92 cm
diameter) elevated 105 cm above the �oor with 20 equally spaced holes (5 cm diameter ; 7.5 cm between
holes). All holes are 2 cm away from the perimeter of the maze. The holes are numbered from +1 to +9
(on the right side of the target hole), from -1 to -9 (on the left side of the target hole) and an Opposite hole
to the target hole).
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Figure 3

Figure 2 Primary and total latency (a), primary and total number of errors (b) and primary and total path
length (c) to reach the target hole during training days in C57BL/6 are shown. Mice were given 4 trials per
day and data represent the mean &#xB1; S.E.M of blocks of 4 trials. For the experiments male C57BL/6J
(n=16), 12-14 weeks old, were used.
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Figure 4

Figure 3 Number of trials using different strategies during the acquisition phase is shown. Three
strategies were measured: direct, mixed and serial strategy. C57BL/6J mice show a clear increase of
direct strategies and decrease of mixed strategies along the training days. Therefore, it can be concluded
that mice are solving the task using spatial strategies.
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Figure 5

Figure 4 (a) Probe trial on day 5 is used to assess spatial memory retention. Number of pokes in each
hole during the probe trial (90s) are calculated and averaged in blocks for each hole. Data represent mean
&#xB1; S.E.M of blocks of each hole. Paired Student&#x2019;s t-test was performed and signi�cant
difference between the target hole and the rest of the holes was observed, except for _hole -1_ (see �gure
1) were no signi�cant difference was calculated. However, a preference for the target hole can be
observed. (b) Probe trial on day 12 is used to assess long-term memory retention. Number of pokes in
each hole during the probe trial (90s) are calculated and averaged in blocks for each hole. Data represent
mean &#xB1; S.E.M of blocks of each hole. Paired Student&#x2019;s t-test shows signi�cant difference
between the target hole and the rest of the holes. A clear preference for the target hole can be observed
showing good long-term memory retention.


